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Traditional approaches for augmentation of short-streamflow records have exploited the cross-
correlation among flows at two or more gages to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the mean and

. variance of the flows at the short-record gage. While such estimators asymptotically have minimum
variance among all asymptotically unbiased estimators, they are not necessarily optimal for the small
samples of interest in hydrology. Improved estimators of the mean and variance of the flows at the
short-record gage are developed. The gains in information transfer associated with the use of both the
traditional and improved estimators of the mean and variance are documented. Monte-Carlo results
illustrate the performa1:)ce of these estimators when the true cross-correlation of the flows must be
estimated. The information transfer gains when the true cross-correlation must be estimated are com-
parable to the gains achieved when the cross-correlation is known. The potential advantages and limi-
tations of these new estimators are discussed within the framework of augmentation and/or extension of
both peak annual floods and also monthly streamflow records.

INTRODUCTION would be to actually extend monthly, weekly, or daily stream-
Since their introduction into the water resources literature flow records for use in sequential analyses such as reservoir

by Fiering [1963] and Matalas and Jacobs [1964], augmen- design and reservoir operations studies. For these purposes it
tation procedures have been recognized as a useful approach is not sufficient to obtain efficient estimates of the mean and
for estimating the mean and variance of short hydrologic re- variance of the flows at the short record gage. The problem of
cords. By employing the cross-correlation between a long x actually extending streamflow records has been addressed by
record and a short y record, Fiering [1962, 1963] made use of Hirsch [1979, 1982] and by Alley and Burns [1983]. This issue
regression equations to estimate the mean JJ and variance (J 2 is discussed later.
of the flows at the short-record gage whe; the observatio~s This study develops unbiased estimators ,tl,* of the mean
are independent across time and arise from a joint normal and 8,*2 of the variance of the short-record y series which can
distribution. Those estimators, which are also the maximum have lower variance in the small samples of interest in hydrol-
likelihood estimators, were originally developed by Wilks ogy than the corresponding unbiased maximum likelihood es-
[1932] and extended by Cochran [1953] and Anderson [1957]. timators. These estimators also circumvent the standard tests
Morrison [1971] later derived the expectations and the com- needed to determine if the variance of the at-site (i.e., based
plete covariance matrix of the estimators. An important con- solely on the y series) estimators y and S,2 of the mean and
tribution was made by Matalas and Jacobs [1964], as well as variance are greater or less than the variance of the corre-
Moran [1974], when they derived the unbiasing factor for the sponding maximum likelihood estimators (MLE's) ,tl, and 8,2.
estimator of the variance of the flows at the short-record gage A Monte-Carlo experiment is performed to evaluate the per-
as well as an expression for Yar [8,2]. formance o~ these new esti.mators relative to the MLE's as ,,:,e~l

When more than one long-streamflow record is available as the at-sIte sample estImators. The advantages and llml-
for use in augmenting a short record, trivariate [Fiering, 1962, tat ions of the improved estimators are discussed within the
1963] and multivariate record extension procedures [Gilroy, framework of extension of both annual flood peaks and
1970; Moran, 1974] have been developed; unfortunately, monthly streamflows.
Gilroy's results were not entirely correct [see Moran, 1974, pp.
83-85]. All of these studies assume that the individual series UNBIASED MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATORS
are without serial correlation. When hydrologic data exhibit OF THE MEAN AND VARIANCE
serial correlation, the sampling properties of the estimators of This section reviews the unbiased maximum likelihood esti-
the mean and variance at the short-record site will depend mators for the mean and variance of flows at the short-record
upon the parameters and the form of the underlying stochastic gage when the two series arise from a bivariate normal popu-
process [see Frost and Clark, 1973; Natural Environment Re- lation. The observed events are denoted by
search Council, chapter 3, 1975; Matalas and Langbein, 1962;

x ,.. x x ... xSalas-La Cruz, 1972; W allisand Matalas, 1972]. I' , "I' ", + I' '", +n2
The cited studies are concerned primarily with efficient esti- YI' . . ., y",

mation of the mean and variance of flows at the short-record
gage. This is termed record augmentation. Another goal where nl is the length of the short record, and nl + n2 is the

length of the long record. The nl concurrent observations
need not correspond to the first nl observations nor do they

Copyright 1985 by the American Geophysical Union. need to be consecutive; however, no loss of generality arises

Paper number 5WOO64. from the above representation. The original series need not be
0043-1 397/85/005W-OO64$O5.00 normally distributed; however, we assume that a suitable
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transformation to normality is available. The advantages of and
\using a logarithmic transformation, .r°r e~ample, have been 1 "' +"'

documented elsewhere [Stedinger, 1980, 1981, 1983]. Both S~22 = ~ L (Xi - X2)2
series are assumed to be serially independent. n2 - 1 i =". + 1 '

A historical review of the development of the unbiased Equation (4) is identical to the unbiased MLE developed by
MLE of /1" and the (biased) MLE of 11,,2 is given by Fiering Moran [1974].
[1963]. Mata/as and Jacobs [1964] developed a procedure for
obtaining the unbiased MLE of both /1" and 11,,2. Their ap- AN IMPROVED ESTIMATOR OF THE MEAN

proach is based upon the relationship The variance of the unbiased MLE of the mean derived byy. = /1 + P(x. - /1 ) + (1 - p2)1!211 e. (1) Cochran [1953], H, A, Thomas, Jr. (unpublished manuscript, '

I " ,~ " , 1958), and Morrison [1971], is

between the X and y values, where ei is a random variable with 2 2
zero mean and unit variance, Here p = pl1~/I1". Use of least Var [11 ] = ~ [1 - n2 (p2 - ~ )J (5)squares estimators leads to the estimated relationship between "nl (n1 + n2) (n1 - 3)

possible values Yi of Yi for a given Xi: Hence 11" in (3) has a larger variance than 'v1' the short-sample

Yj = 'v1 + j1(Xi - xJ + 1X(1 - p2)1!2s",ei (2) mean, if

where p2 < (n1 - 2)-1 (6)

1 ",
'v1 = - L Yj Only asymptotically as nl and n2 become large has one any

nl i=' assurance that 11" has minimum variance among all unbiased
1 ", estimators. In fact, when (6) holds, 'v1 is both unbiased and has

Xl = - L Xi smaller variance,

n1 i= 1 Instead of 11" we consider the minimum variance linear estl-

2 1 ~ - 2 mator ,1,,* of the form !
s". =- L.,(yj-yJ !

n1 - 1 j=l 11,,* = (1 - 81)'v1 + (J111" (7a)

1 ".
S~,2 = ~ .~ (Xi - X1)2 = 'v1 + 81( n2 )j1(X2 - xJ (7b)

1-1 n1 + n2
j1 = L7~1 (Xj - X1XYi - 'v1) for some (J1' Note tliesecond term in (7b) has expectation zero

L7~ 1 (Xj - XJ2 and is negatively correlated with 'v1 for p > O.

. = j1 ~ ~he ~alue of (JI ",:hich mini~izes the ~ariance of 11,,* is
p s denved m the appendix. The requ1red value IS",

with the ej independent standard normal variates, and IX is a (J * = (nl - 3)p2 (8)
constant used to make the expected sample variance of the Yi I (n1 - 4)p2 + 1

equal its population value, which is the purpose of the noise h' h b d f 4 d h. h d d 1t ' (2) U f (2) t d ' t . t f d 2 W IC can e use or n1 2: an w IC epen s on y on our
erm m . se 0 0 enve es Ima ors or an 11, ., .. /1" ," estimate of the cross-correlation p of the concurrent flows.

results m terms which Include the sample mean and vanance F ' 1 ' II h 1 f (J * f ' f d. Igure I ustrates t e va ue 0 1 as a unctIon 0 n1 an p;
of the generated ei as well as the sample covanance between Xi (J *' f b . II 1 th ' E " 07 d. . 1 IS 0 ten su stantla y ess an umty. ven .or p = . an
and ei. Mata/as and Jacobs [1964] substituted the expectatIon 6 (J * ' 1 074 CI I .. d ' fli ' blfh "

h . I b ' h b ' nl = , 1 IS on y . . ear y, /1 may I er apprecla y
0 t ose terms .or t elr samp e moments to 0 tam t e un 1- f . h'

h I 1 (J "
Id . f d 2

Th b. d ' f h rom /1y w IC a ways emp oys 1 = .
ase estImators 0 /1" an 11", e un lase estImator 0 t e Of ' . h th ' " t ' ".

f th I t t d d d ' th pnmary Interest ere are e Illiorma Ion trans.er gaIns
mean 0 e comp e e ex en e recor IS en " '

whIch may be obtained by the two augmentation procedures.

11" = 'vI + -.!!3- j1(X2 - xJ (3)
n1 + n2

h 1.0
were

1 "'+"2
X2 = - L XI 0.8

n2 j=",+l
This is also the MLE given by Wilks [1932], Cochran [1953], '

06Anderson [1957], and Moran [1974]. .
., *-Mata/as and Jacobs [1964] derived the unbIased estImator c=:

of the variance: 0,4 .
6,,2 = 1 1 { (n1 - 1)s",2 + (n2 - 1)j12sx22

n1 + n2 - 0,2

+ (n2 - 1)1X2(1 - p2)S", 2 + ( n1n2 ) j12(X2 - XJ2} (4)
nl + n2 0,02 5 10 20 50

where LENGTH nj OF SHORT CONCURRENT RECORDS

( 4 1 Fig. 1, Value of 8,. is shown for various values of the cross-1X2 = n2 n1 - )(n1 - ) correlation p of concurrent flows at the two sites and as a function of '

! (n2 - l)(nl - 3)(n1 - 2) the length n. of the record at the short-record site.
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[ 0 2J ~20 var[y,] Var Uy = -
1-- n,

:z Var[."*]
~ [ ] n2Uy4 4 2 C) ( 0~ Var Y'. " + (n, + n2 - 1)2(n, - 3) (Ap + Bp + 1 )

F: 10 Min{Var[v,].Var(lly]J

;" ~ ",=5 where
",c, ~

'<: (n2 + 2)(n, - 6)(n, - 8)
~ A=~ 5 (n, - 5)
w

~ ( )( n,n2(n, - 4) 2n2(n, - 4) 4)~ + n, - 4 - -
~ (n, - 3)(n, - 2) (nl - 3)
~
~ 2 B = 6(n2 + 2)(n, - 6)

+ 2( 2 - - 14
)~ (n, - 5) nl nl

0(

~
~ ( 4{2n2(nl - 5) 2( 3) 2n1n2(n, - 4) )+ n -- n + -10 1 (n, - 3) 1 (n, - 3)(n, - 2)

20 50 C 2 1) 3(n2 + 2) (n, + 1)(2n, + n2 - 2)(nl - 3)
= (n, + +-

LENGTH OF LONGER RECORD. n, +n2 (nl - 5) (n, - 1)
Fig. 2. Efficiency of }1,* relative to YI and the efficiency of the < 2n n n (n - 4)

)better of }1, or .vI relative to YI are shown for various cross- + (n, - 4 2 + 2(nl + 1) + '2 ,

correlations p when the length "I of the short-record is equal to 5. (nl - 3) (nl - 3)(nl - 2)

The variance of the sample variance at the short-record gage
is simply

We compare the efficiency relative to 91 of two estimators: /iy 2U4
or 9, (whichever has smaller variance), and /i,*. Thus we doc- Var [Sy,2J = ~ (11)
ument the information transfer gains which may be obtained '

by both the Matalas-Jacobs procedure [Mat alas and Jacobs, The Water Resources Council [Water Resources Council,
1964J and our estimator in (7). For this comparison we 1981J recommends the use of the unbiased MLE 8y2 if Var
assume that a good regional estimate of p can be obtained so [8y2J < Var [Sy,2J which occurs when
that for the moment we can ignore the error with which 8, * is 2 '/2
estimated. Then the variance of /iy* is obtained by substitution p2 > - B :t (B - 4AC) (12)

of (8) into (A 1), which yields 2A

. * Uy2 [ n2 ( (n, - 3)p4 )] Again the unbiased MLE has minimum variance asymp-
Var [iiy J = -;;; 1 - ~ (nl - 4)p2 + 1 totically among all asymptotically unbiased estimators (i.e., as

,,~c (9) n, and n2 become large). The sample estimator Sy, Z has a

,~\; = ~ [1 - ~~ ] smaller variance when (12) does not hold.
I n, n, + n2

Figure 2 illustrates the information transfer gains that may
be obtained with the two augmentation procedures when the
length of the short record is fixed at n, = 5. The information 2

transfer gains for both augmentation procedures are substan- -~
tial when p and n2 are large. Figure 3 illustrates the infor- ~ ~
mation transfer gains that may be obtained by both augmen- ~ var[y,]
tation procedures when the longer record length is n, + 60. In ~ 10 Min(Var[y,], var[",JI

both figures one can observe that use of /iy* is always as good !5 n, = 60

or yields a slight improvement in terms of information transfer ~
,..,

over use of either /iyor si,. ~
,.., 5

The results reported thus far assume that the cross- [f3
correlation coefficient p needed to estimate 8,* is accurate. It g;
can be based on the observed cross-correlation between ~
streamftows which bear a relationship similar to those denoted ~ 0.9

here by x and y but for which there are reasonable records to t/j
estimate the cross-correlation. We emphasize that the tradi- ~ 2 0.8

,..,
tional procedure also requires an estimate of p so that one ~ 0.7
may choose between /iy and 9, corresponding to 8, = 1 or 0; ~ 0.5

an intermediate value of 8, seems more reasonable in most
cases. 8 8 1(j 12 14 16 18

LENGTH n, OF SHORT CONCURRENT RECORDS
AN IMPROVED ESTIMATOR OF THE VARIANCE
. . .. Fig. 3. Efficiency of }1,* relative to YI and the efficiency of the

The varIance of the unbiased MLE of the varIance derIved better of }1, or YI relative to Yt are shown for various cross-
by Matalas and Jacobs [1964J and by Moran [1974J is correlations p when the length of the long record is equal to "I + 60.
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1.0 comparison and evaluation of the estimators in a more realis-
tic setting. In the following experiments the x and y flow
sequences were generated from a bivariate normal distribution

0.8 with cross-correlation p.
The Monte-Carlo experiments evaluate the consequences of

using an estimate p instead of p to calculate 81 * and 82* and

to decide if Var [fir] < Var [YI] and Var [Uy2] < Var [Sy, 2].
O. Wallis and Matalas [1972] also performed a Monte-Carlo

* N experiment to evaluate the consequences of using an estimate
Q) p instead ofp; however, their analysis quantified the probabil-

o. ity of making the correct decision in terms of which estimator
to use. Here we evaluate the consequences of using an esti-

n2=60 mate p instead of p on the average mean square error of the
0 - Exact results various estimators.

. 2
* (nl -4)P. Results based on °2 - p2 Estimators to be Compared(nl-8.5) +4.5

Traditionally, one chose between the Matalas-Jacobs esti-
0'°6 10 20 50 60 mators Matalas and Jacobs [1964] and the sample mean and

LENGTH n, OF SHORT CONCURRENT RECOROS variance of the flows at the short-record site. The resultant
Fig. 4. Value of weight fJ2. as a function of p the cross- estimators are

correlation of the flows and of the length of the record at the short- - , - -2 - 1
record station. /.!y = /.!y p > (nl - 2) (15)

fir' = Yl otherwise

As an alternative, consider the estimator - B :i: (B2 - 4AC)I/2- ,2 - 2 -2 >0" =0" P- *2 (1 8 ) 2 8 - 2 (13) "" 2A O"y = - 2 SYI + 20"y (16)

which is a linear combination of Uy2, given by (4), and Sy,2, the 0",,'2 = S,,12 otherwise

at-site sample ~stimator define~ in (2). ~ The prime signifies that these are strictly speaking neither the
~he e~p~es.slon for th~ optImal v:~ue o~ 82, .denoted 82, Matalas-Jacobs estimators nor the sample mean and variance.

which minimIZeS t~e ~anance of O"y , ~enved in the ~eco~d For the purposes of this Monte-Carlo experiment, the sample
part of the ~ppe~dlx, IS complex. Analytical efforts to simplify cross-correlation p is used in (8) and (14) to obtain the corre-
the ~xpr~sslon in ~(A 7) we~e unsuccessful. ':l°w~ver: an ap- sponding estimates of 81 * and 82 * for use in determining fir.
proxlmatlon to 82 was derIved. Our approxImatIon IS and Uy.2. We emphasize that in practice if nl is small, one

(nl - 4)p2 should obtain a good regional estimate of p rather than using
82. = (nl - 8.5)p2 + 4.5 (14) the sample estimator p ~o obtain 81. and ()2*' as is done in

these Monte-Carlo experIments.Figure 4 provides a comparison of ()2. and 82 ~ and demon- The practicing engineer would be hesitant to use our esti-
strates the accuracy of the approximation. The optimal value mators fi * and U *2 if they were inconsistent with the at-site
82 ~ was insensitive to the value of n2' The value of 82 ~ is "y

generally substantially less than unity. When p = 0.8 and 25

nl = 10, the optimal value ()2~ is only 0.71. Clearly, O'y.2 may V [S2]
differ appreciably from O'y2 in (4) which always employs ()2 = ~ 20 - ar

[:'* 2]1 z Vat Oy
, <
Our interes.t here is in the information ~ransfer gains which ~ Vat [S~.]

may be obtained. by the t,,:o augmentatIon pro~edures. :V; ~ 10 Min (var [S2], Var [02 ]J
compare the efficIency relatIve to SY12 of two estImators: 0" y:: y, y

or Sy,2 (whichever has smaller variance), and Uy.2. We assume, ~ nl=7
for the moment, that a good regional estimate of p can be ~
obtained so that we can ignore the error with which ()2 * is ~ 5 f

estimated. For these comparisons Var [0',,2] and Var [SY12] ~ f
are given by (10) and (11), while Var [O'y*2] is determined ~

>-
from (A4), (A6), and (A 7). ~w

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the information transfer gains ~
which may be obtained with the two augmentation pro- lli 2
cedures. When p and n2 are large the information transfer ~
gains for both augmentation procedures are substantial. ~
Again, O'y.2 always does as well or better than O'y2 and S"12, ~

1

MONTE-CARLO EXPERIMENT 7 10 20 50 100

The sampling properties of our estimators of the mean and LENGTH OF LONGER RECORD, n.+n2
varian~ of the flo,,:s at the short-record site ha~e been derived Fig. 5. Efficiency of 6".2 relative to 5",2 and the effici~ncy of the
analytically assuming the value of p was available to deter- better of 6,,2 or 5",2 relative to 5",2 are shown f~r various cross- !

mine 81 * and 82 *. A Monte-Carlo experiment allows for a correlations p when the length nl of the short-record IS equal to 7. !

t,
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15 TABLE I. Comparison of Estimates of Efficiencies of the Improved

Estimators J1,,* and 6',,*2 Relative to J1,,' and 6',,'2 When the True Value
of p and the Sample Estimate p are Used to Decide if Var [fl,] < Vari 1 [yJ and Var [6',,2] < Var [S", 2] and to Estimate 6,* and 62*

~ mse[J1,,'] ~se[6' .'2]

~ "2-60 mse[fl,*] mse[6',*2]
'"

~ A A

~ P n, P p p p
!; 0.5 6 1:128 1.08 (0.005) 1.010 1.12 (0.053)
>- 0.5 10 1.032 1.02 (0.003) 1.025 1.06 (0.010)
~ 0.5 25 1.003 1.00 (0.001) 1.014 1.02 (0.002)
u. 0.7 6 1.060 1.05 (0.004) 1.089 1.15 (0.040)
~ 2 0.7 10 1.013 1.00 (0.003) 1.090 1.09 (0.009)
~ 0.7 25 1.001 1.00 (0.001) 1.009 1.01 (0.002)
~ 0.9 6 1.013 0.99 (0.004) 1.166 1.21 (0.021)= ) P=0.6 0.9 10 1.002 0.99 (0.002) 1.029 1.05 (0.004)

--- J P=0.7 0.9 25 1.000 1.00 (0.0002) 1.000 1.00 (0.001)

10 12 14 16 16 Here n2 = 60; mse, mean square error. This table is based upon
LENGTH ", OF SHORT CONCURRENT RECOROS 50,000 replicates. A 95% confidence interval for each statistic is con-

Fig. 6. Efficiency of 6',*2 relative to S",2 and the efficiency of the structed by adding or subtracting the values in parentheses from the
better of 6' 2 or S 2 relative to S 2 are shown for various cross- reported values.

", "
correlations p when the length of the long record is equal to nl + 60.

mators fly' and rJy,2 when the sample cross-correlation p is
sample estimates y and s 2. Thus we consider the following used to decide if Var [flyJ < Var [)iIJ or Var [rJy2J <
"clipped" estimator~. Theyy~ay prevent extreme errors in esti- Var [Sy,2J and to estimate 01* and O2*; the results are dis-
mation of,u and 0' 2. If the value of our estimate of the mean played in Table 1. Interestingly, the efficiency of rJy*2 relative
J1 * falls ou:side th~ two-sided p% confidence interval for YI, to rJy'2 increases when p is used instead of p, while the ef-

the clipped estimator J1 *(P) is set equal to the nearest limit of ficiency of J1y* relative to J1y' decreases when p is used instead
the constructed confid:nce interval. The clipped estimator of of p. From Table 1 we conclude that in terms of mean square

A*2 d ' A,2 d A*' II ' the mean of the flows at the short-record site becomes error 0' y ommates 0' y , an ,uy IS genera y an Improve-

ment over J1y', for the nine cases selected to capture the region
J1y*(P) = YI + k J1y* > YI + k of practical interest.

J1 *(P) = J1 * otherwise (17) Figures 2, 3, 5, and 6 document the tremendous information
y y transfer gains associated with the use of the Matalas-Jacobs

J1y*(P) = YI - k J1y* < YI - k estimators [Matalas and Jacobs, 1964J or our estimators when

where the value of p is known. Monte-Carlo experiments were per-

formed to examine ti)ese information transfer gains when the
k = sy,t(nl - 1, q/2) sample cross-correlation p is used to estimate 01 * and O2*; the

(nJ112 results are summarized in Table 2. Our estimators J1y* and
rJy*2 are still dramatic improvements over the at-site sampleq = 1 - O.Olp estimators YI and sYI 2 in terms of mean square error even

and t(nl - 1, q/2) is that quantile of Student's t distribution when the sample estimator p is used instead of p to estimate
with nl - 1 degrees of freedom which is exceeded with prob-

ability q/2.
Similarly when our estimate of the variance rJ * 2 falls TABLE 2. Comparison of Estimates of Efficiencies of the Estima-, . 0 . 2 Y tors J1,* and 8,,*2 Relative to y, and S,,2 When the True

above the one-sIded p'lo confidence Interval for Sy, , then we Value of p and the Sample Estimate p are Used

set the clipped estimator rJ,*2(p) equal to the upper limit of to Estimate 61* and 62*

the constructed confidence interval. The clipped estimator of

the variance of the flows at the short-record site becomes mse[y,] mse[s",2]

r.'I *] [ A *2 ]A *2{K ) A *2 mseLf4, mse (J,
0' \y=m 0' >my , (18) A

rJ *2(P) = rJ *2 otherwise p n, p p p py ,
- (nl - l)sy,2 0.5 6 1.128 1.06 (0.009) 1.010 0.89 (0.04)

m - 2( 1) 0.5 10 1.177 1.14 (0.01) 1.025 1.02 (0.010)X q, nl - 0.5 25 1.184 1.17 (0.008) 1.032 1.03 (0.006)

q = 0O1p 0.7 6 1.494 1.41 (0.015) 1.089 1.08 (0.04). 0.7 10 1.576 1.53 (0.02) 1.158 1.18 (0.02)

and r(q, nl - 1) is the chi-square quantile for (nl - 1) degrees 0.7 25 1.493 1.47 (0.001) 1.170 1.18 (0.01)
f f d h. h . d d . h b b ' l ' 0.9 6 3.154 3.01 (0.04) 1.819 1.94 (0.06)

0 ree om w IC IS excee e Wit pro a tlty q. 0.9 10 3.047 3.02 (0.05) 2.019 2.07 (0.03)

Results 0.9 25 2.303 2.28 (0.03) 1.817 1.84 (0.02)

A M°.nte-Carl~ experi~e:t det~r~ined ~h'e efficie~~ies of Here n2 = 60. This table is based upon 50,000 replicates. A 95%

our unchpped estlmators,uy and O'y relative to the tmple- confidence interval for each statistic is constructed by adding or sub-

men ted" Matalas-Jacobs [Matalas and Jacobs, 1964J esti- tracting the values in parentheses from the reported values.

i
I

,
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TABLE 3. Estimates of the Root Mean Square Error of Various Estimators of .u, for u,z = 1 and
nz = 60

nl = 6 nl = 10 nl = 25

p = 0.5 p = 0.7 p = 0.9 p = 0.5 p = 0.7 p = 0.9 p = 0.5 p = 0.7 p = 0.9

rmse[y,] 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.20 0.20 0.20
rmse[fi,'] 0.41 0.35 0.23 0.30 0.26 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.13
rmse[fi,*] 0.40 0.34 0.23 0.30 0.26 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.13
rmse[fi,*(50)] 0.38 0.34 0.28 0.29 0.26 0.22 0.18 0.17 0.15 ,
rmse[fi,*(75)] 0.39 0.34 0.24 0.30 0.26 0.19 0.18 0.16 0.14
rmse[fi,*(95)] 0.40 0.34 0.23 0.30 0.26 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.13

This table is based upon 50,000 replicates. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals are within :t 1 % of
the reported values.

()i * and ()2*' In general, use of p instead of p leads to approxi- perform worse than 11,*. We conclude that the clipped esti-
mately the same or in some cases only marginal increases or mators of the mean are not an attractive alternative.
decreases in the efficiency of our estimators relative to the A comparison of the performance of the estimators S,,2,
at-site estimators. Thus Figures 2-3 and 5 and 6 provide a 17,'2, and 17,*2 to the clipped estimators 17,*2(p) for p = 50, 75,
good guide to the gains obtainable from record augmentation and 95 is given in Table 4. Here one observes the interesting
when the sample cross correlation is used to estimate ()i* and result that 17,'2 and 17,*2 are biased estimators though the bias
()2*' respectively. disappears as the length of the short record increases. Appar-

The results of a Monte-Carlo experiment to compare the ently the use of p instead of p to decide if Var [S,,2] > Var
performance of the estimators )ii' 11,', and 11,* and the clipped [0',2] and to estimate ()2* introduces a bias which would
estimators 11,*(P) for p = 50, 75, and 95 are summarized in otherwise not exist. This bias is negligible when compared to
Table 3. In terms of root mean square error, the estimators the extreme variability associated with the estimators which is
11,* and 11,' both dominate the at-site sample estimate )iI' and illustrated using Box plots on a logarithmic scale in Figure 7.
the dominance is substantia] for p ~ 0.7 as expected. Figure 7 emphasizes the value of using clipped variance esti-

When the sample estimate p instead of p is used to decide if mators which reduce the likelihood of extremely large esti-
Var [Ii] < Var [)iI] and to estimate ()i* the estimators 11,' mation errors.
and 11 ~ are unbiased. This is due to the symmetry of 11, and In terms of the root mean square error of estimators of 0",\
11 * about )iI and the independence of p and )iI' XI' or X2' we conclude from Table 4 that, in general, the estimators 17,*2
Furthermore, since the clipping of 11,* to obtain 11,*(p) is sym- and 0',*2(95) dominate use of 17,'2 for the cases considered.
metric about 11,*, the clipped estimators of the mean are also Furthermore, 17,*2(50) and 17,*2(75) are an improvement over
unbiased. both 17,'2 and 17,*2 when nI = 6; however, their performance

In Table 3 the estimator 11,* dominates 11,'; however, the approximates that of 17,*2 and 17,'2 when nl = 25. Our rec-
improvement is very small. Differences at two significant fig- ommendation would be to use 17,*2(75) with small ni because
ures occur only when nl = 6. When p = 0.5, the performance it exhibits very little bias and has one of the smaller mean
of the clipped estimators of the mean of the flows at the short- square errors.
record site is in some instances marginally superior to that of The clipped estimators are, in general, downward biased
11,*; however, in other cases (p ~ 0.7) the clipped estimators and that bias does not disappear entirely even when nI = 25.

TABLE 4. Estimates of the Mean and Root Mean Square Error of various Estimators of U,2 for
u,z = 1 and nz = 60

nl = 6 nl = 10 nl = 25

p = 0.5 p = 0.7 p = 0.9 p = 0.5 p = 0.7 p = 0.9 p = 0.5 p = 0.7 p = 0.9

E[s"Z] 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
E[a,'Z] 1.00 0.96 0.95 0.99 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
E[a,*Z] 1.01 0.98 0.96 1.00 0.99 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00
E[a,*Z(50)] 0.97 0.94 0.87 0.98 0.95 0.90 0.99 0.97 0.94
E[8,*z(75)] 1.00 0.97 0.94 1.00 0.98 0.96 1.00 0.99 0.98
E[8,*Z(95)] 1.00 0.98 0.95 1.00 0.99 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00
rmse[s"2] 0.63 0.64 0.64 0.47 0.48 0.48 0.29 0.29 0.29
rmse[8,'Z] O. 72~ 0.66t 0.51* 0.48 0.46 0.34 0.29 0.27 0.21
rmse[a,*Z] 0.68t 0.62* 0.46 0.47 0.44 0.33 0.28 0.27 0.21
rmse[8,*Z(50)] 0.60 0.55 0.44 0.45 0.41 0.34 0.28 0.26 0.23
rmse[8,*Z(75)] 0.63 0.58 0.44 0.46 0.43 0.32 0.28 0.27 0.22
rmse[8,*Z(95)] 0.66* 0.60 0.45 0.47 0.44 0.33 0.29 0.27 0.21

This table is based on 50,000 replicates. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals for the mean values of
the various estimators are within :to.5% of the reported values. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals
for the rmse of the various estimators are within :t 1 % of the reported values except for the values
marked with an asterisk, dagger, and double dagger whose 95% confidence intervals are within :I::: 2%,
:t4'X, and :t 5IX" respectively, of the reported values.
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20 linear equations

~ 10 PERCENTILE y, = a + bXi (19)
"' rge
8 of with the values of a and b chosen so as to generate a reason-
~ 0,00 able and unique extended record. These MOVE procedures
I- alue . d d .. h. h h t fl~ are Inten e ,or use In situations In w IC t e two s ream ow
~ 99 populations do not differ substantially in terms of their distri-
i= bution shape, serial correlation or seasonality. Since (19)
'< 1 75 simply represents a constant and linear transformation be-
\!? . so..

~ tween the two sites, these procedures can be expected to pro-
~ 0.5 25 duce extended sequences which exhibit properties much like

~ the properties of the flows at the long-record site.
" ~ In MOVE.l, Hirsch [1982] chose the estimators of a and b

~ 0.2 so that if (19) were used to generate an entire sequence Yi' for
i 'I i = 1, .. " nl + n2' the historical sample moments Sil and Sy,2
~ 0.1 would be reproduced. Similarly in MOVE.2, Hirsch [1982]: chose a and b so that if (19) were used to generate an entire
:;:: 0.05 sequence Yi with i = 1, "', nl + n2 the unbiased MLE [Ma-

~ all taias and Jacobs, 1964] estimates J1y and 8,,2 would be repro-
~ 0.02 of duced. However, in practice, one uses (19) to generate they;. v~l~es only for i = nl + 1, . . " nl + n2' This suggests that Hirsch

001 . used estimators of a and b which did not achieve what he
. s~, Oy2 0;2 0;2(50) Oy2(75) 0;2(95) intended. With the procedures suggested by Hirsch, the ex-

Fig. 7. Box plots illustrating the distribution of the estimators tended sequences have sampl,e means and ~ariances 'ihich fail
5",2, 11,,'2, 11,,*2, and 11,,*2(p) for p = 50, 75, and 95 for a cross- to equal the short Y record s moments, Yl and s", ' or the
correlation p equal to 0.9 and a short-record length n, equal to 6; Matalas-Jacobs estimator's of the population's mean and vari-
each Box plot is based upon 10,000 estimates of 0',,2. ance, whichever were chosen to be the appropriate estimates

of the moments of the Y series.
A new approach (MOVE.3) for selection of a and b is moti-

As is often the case in practice, introduction of bias is accom- vated by a reconsideration of Mataias and Jacob's [1964J
panied by a reduction in the estimators' mean square error paper. For fixed Yl through Yo" Matalas and Jacobs obtained
(see examples in the works by Stedinger [1980, 1981J and their estimators of ,IL" and O"y2 by calculating the expectation of
Loucks et at. [1981, pp. 104-106]). For estimators which exhi- the sample moments of the extended sequences
bit such large variability as these, one should be willing to --
accept some bias to achieve a lower root mean square error. {YI' . ", Yo" Yo, + I' "', Yo, +n2}

Another interesting result, evident in Table 4, is that in Here .vo, + 1 through .vo, +02 are generated using (2) with
terms of root mean square error the at-site sample estimator random ei' Thus to obtain a unique extended record it would
Sy,2 was not dominated by 8,,'2, 8y*2, or 6,,*2(95). However, be reasonable to select a and b in (19) so that the resultant
Sy,2 Was always dominated by 8y*2(SO) and 6y*2(7S) for the sequence of n1 + n2 values {Yl' "', Yo" Yo, + l' . ", Yo, +o.} has
cases considered. mean and variance J1y and 6y2 (th~ Matalas-Jacobs esti-

mators). With this new approach the whole extended sequenceIMPROVED RECORD EXTENSION PROCEDURES would have a sample mean and variance equal to the

The procedures considered here are appropriate when one Matalas-Jacobs estimators of the population values of those .
considers the problem of augmenting records of peak annual statistics. Moreover, using MOVE.3 with the MataIas-Jacobs t
floods, mean annual flows, or an appropriate transformation estimators will force the sample mean and variance of the
thereof. Hence the estimators J1y*, 6,,*2, and 6,,*2(p) developed generated observations, Yo, + I through Yo, +02' to equal the ex-
in this study are improvements over those discussed by Ma- pected value of those two statistics given Yl' "', Yo, as well as
taias and Jacobs [1964J for estimating the first two moments XI" . " xo, +0" Estimates of a and b for the MOVE.3 pro-
of the distribution of peak annual flow series. However, the cedure may be obtained by rewriting (19) as
problem of actu~lly exten~ing av~l~ble monthly. strea.mflow '. =' . - - 20
records for use In sequential studIes for reservoir desIgn or y, a + b(x, X2) ( )
operations poses other problems; development of optimal Then the MOVE.3 estimates of a' and b are obtained from
small sample estimators of the mean and variance of the
streamflows solves only part of that problem. a' == (nl + n2)J1y - n1Sil (21)

Development oj a Unique Extension n2

Hirsch [1982] observed that use of (2) to produce an ex- b2 = [(fIt + n2 - 1)6y2 - (n1 - 1)Sy,2 - nl<91 - J1y)2

tended monthly streamflow record fails to yield a unique ex- - n2(a' - J1y)2][(n2 - l)sx. 2] -1 (22)
tended record. Furthermore, (2) makes no effort to preserve
the autocorrelation structure of the observed monthly flows; Monte-Carlo experiments indicated that MOVE.2 and the
hence it fails to yield extended flow records with the appropri- proposed MOVE.3 are nearly indistinguishable in the sense of
ate serial correlation. For the actual extension of seasonal mean square error of the estimators of the mean and variance
streamflow series, Hirsch suggests maintenance of variance ex- of the complete extended record.
tension (MOVE. 1 and MOVE.2) techniques which use the Consider also a fourth procedure (MOVE.4) which chooses
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a and b in (19) so that the resultant sequence of nl + n2 values square errors when the length of the short record is less than
{YI' . . . ,Yo,' Yo, + I' . . ., Yo, +oJ has mean and variance ,1,' 10.
and 11,.2. Estimates of a and b using the MOYE.4 procedure Figures 2, 3, 5, and 6 document the tremendous information
are obtained by replacing the Matalas-Jacobs estimators [Ma- transfer gains associated with the use of the Matalas-Jacobs
talas and Jacobs, 1964] ,1, and 11,2 in (21) and (22) by our estimators [Matalas and Jacobs, 1964] or our estimators when
estimators ,1,' and 11,.2. Clearly, MOYE.4 will have the same the values of p and n2 are large, as can be the case in practice.
efficiency advantages over MOYE.3 that use of ,1,* and 11,*2 In practice, these procedures require an estimate of p and
had over use of ,1,' and 11,'2 because these are exactly the sample estimates are highly suspect when nl is small. Never-
sample moments the MOYE.3 and MOVE.4 procedures re- theless, Table 2 indicates that the information transfer gains
produce. when Ii is used for p are comparable to the gains achieved'

when p is known. One should also consider use of multivariate
New Opportunities With Monthly Flows regional regression equations based on regional hydrologic,

The range of techniques one can use for record extension meterologic, and topographic information [Thomas and'
and/or augmentation are greater with monthly flow records Benson, 1970]. Alternatively, one could combine regional and
than with annual flood series. Given an nl = 6 year annual at-site information to estimate Jl, and U,2 using empirical
flood series, one can use the record augmentation procedures Bayes procedures such as those discussed by Kuczera [1983].

discussed here, regional regression [Benson and Matalas, 1967;
Thomas and Benson, 1970], or empirical Bayes procedures for ApPENDIX:
combining site and regional information to improve at-site DERIvAnON OF THE OpnMAL (JI *

estimators of the mean and variance of the flows or some Here we derive the value of (J which minimizes the variance
~ransf~rmation thereof [Kuczera, 1983]. However, when deal- of the estimator ,1,*. The varia~ce of this improved estimator
Ing with an nl = 6. year. monthly flow record, one coul.d of the mean is given by
assume that the relatIonshIp between flows at the two gages IS
independent of the month in which the flows occurred. For Var [,1,*] = E[(,1,* - Jl,)2]

nl = 6, one then has 12nl = 72 concurrent observations to ( )2
derive a relationship between the flows at the two sites [Alley = E[(YI - Jl,)2] + (J12 n2 E[/12]E[(X2 - XJ2]
and Burns, 1983]. If the relationship between flows at the two nl + n2

sites exhibits seasonal differences, then one could develop dif- ( n )ferent models for flows occuring in different months within + 2(JIP ~ E[(x2 - X1)(Y1 - Jl,)] (AI)
distinct seasons (W. M. Alley, personal communication, 1983). nl n2

With four seasons of equal length, n1 concurrent years of where, upon taking expectations first over y and then over x
record yields 3n1 concurrent (sometimes correlated) monthly one obtains
flows. These longer concurrent monthly records greatly en- 2
hance the attractiveness of record augmentation procedures E[(ji1 - Jl,)2] = ~
for estimating the statistics of flows occuring in each month n1

because the parameters of the model relating the flows at the n + n
. b ,' E[( - - )2] 1 2 2two sites can e estImated more precIsely. However, the re- X2 - Xi = Ux

lationship between concurrent flows at two sites will in gener- n1n2

al exhibit some variation from month to month so that this E ~ - - - 1
increased precision is obtained by introducing some bias into [(X2 - xI)(YI - Jl,)] = -;;-: puxu,

the analysis. 62 - (1 - p2)U,2 P2CONCLUSIONS E[p ] - (n1 - 3)Ux2 +

Estim~tors of the ~ean an~ variance of the flows at a s~ort- Here /1 and (X2 - xJ are independently distributed, as are /12
record sIte were derIved whIch should have lower varIance and (x - x )2. Minimization of (AI) leads to th st'mat rthan the unbiased maximum likelihood or Matalas-Jacobs es- 2 1 eel 0

~imators. [Matalas and ~acobs, 1964] for the small ~amples of (J * = (n1 - 3)p2 (A2)
Interest In hydrology. Since the Matalas-Jacobs estImators as 1 (n1 - 4)p2 + 1

well as our estimators require an estimate of the flow's cross- . .' A * .
correlation p, a Monte-Carlo experiment was performed to for use In (7). As a chec.k o.n our der~vatlo~ of Var .[Jl, ] In
evaluate the impact of using the sample cross-correlation Ii on ~Al) ~e note that substItution of (J1 = 1 In (AI) YIelds the

their root mean square error. In general, our estimators have Identity
essentially an equal or, as is more often the case, a lower rmse Yar [,1 *] = Yar [,1 ] (A3)'than the Matalas-Jacobs estimators. In addition, we note that ' Y

use of 11,*2 does not require evaluation of the complex as expected.

expressions in (10) and (12) to determine if Yar [11,2] <Var [s 2] as is required if one wants to choose between 11 2 DERiVATION OF THE OPTIMAL (J2 #
" ' ,

and s'h' ~. d h . d . . The variance of the improved estimator of the variance is
~n t IS stu y we ave examl~e the sampling properties of given by

estimators of the mean and varIance of the flows at the short-
record site. Estimators of U,2 are extremely unstable, es- Var [11,*2] = E[(I1,*2 - u,2f]
pecial!y when. the leng~h of the short recor~ is .small. In our = E 11 *4 - U 4 (A4)
experIment, clIpped estimators decrease the likelihood of large [,] ,
estimation errors. In particular, 11,*2(50) and 11,*2(75), al- since 11,*2 is an unbiased estimator. By combining (4) and (13)
though downward biased, had appreciably lower root mean our improved estimator may be rewritten as

, i

{
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- .2 82
[( nl +(1-82)n2-1 ) 2 82 2 This work constitutes a.portion of the first author's Ph.D. dissertation

O'y = + 1 8 SYI +(n" -1)p SX2 and was completed while the second author was on leave at the U.S.
~I n2 -" Geological Survey in Reston, Virginia. The assistance provided by C.

n J Moss and others at the U.S. Geological Survey is gratefully acknowl-

+(n2-1)cx2(1-fJ2)s"+ In2.8"(X2-XJ2 (A5) edged.
Y1 nl + n2
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